MATCH THE SOUNDS!

Draw lines matching the noises to the correct pictures.

CRRR-OAK!

WHOO?! WHOO?!

A-WOOOO!

WWWwwWHOOOOOO O0SSSSSSHHHHH!

TIP-TAP! TIP-TAP!
WHAT NOISES DO YOU HEAR?

Describe the sounds you hear around you right now!

EXAMPLES:
Cars passing outside... ZOOM ZOOM!
Someone at the front door... KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK!
Dinner being cooked in the kitchen... SIZZLE!
FIND ALL THE WORDS HIDING IN THE POND!

moonlight   farmhouse   coyote   owl   mouse
bedtime   breeze   quiet   farm   frog   snore   moth

F A R M W T N O B S
F R O G X C Y W F N
B E D T I M E L V O
F A R M H O U S E R
E G Q C O Y O T E E
Q M O O N L I G H T
U M C D Z U S I V C
I O D M O U S E C P
E T H K B R E E Z E
T H V A C V D Y H A